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Fresco on tiles - course for pupils/ students 
 

goals/ competences 
Participants can 
► experience science and arts at once 
► develop creatively a motif 
► work concentrated on a single piece 
► get involved in teamwork 
► stand judgement on their piece of work 

preparation 
- material 

► tiles (must be ordered before), one tile per student 
order tiles made in France by Hairie, https://whairie-grandon-pro.fr 

► pigments, sand (siliceous, not calcareous, sifted at 0.3 for arriccio and 0.2 for 
intonaco), lime (aerial lime [CL 90, 95 or 98]) 

- list of construction tools: 
► electric mixer 
► shovels 
► trowel 
► cat tongues including the smallest sizes 
► small wooden and plastic floats for arriccio 
► stainless steel floats for intonaco 
► painting knives 
► sand sieves: 0,2; 0,3 cm 
► buckets, medium-sized container (e.g. 1l for measuring) 
► containers for mixing and keeping mortar 

- list of painting tools: 
► pigment dilution glass plates 
► sealable small size jars for conserving diluted pigments (must be prepared before) 
► plastic spatulas 
► shallow pigment dilution cups for painting 
► brushes of various thicknesses and shapes (flat and rounded) 
► cups for watering the brushes 
► wooden skewers with a tip 
► transparent foil for motif tracing 
► permanent markers, rulers, masking tape 

- list of construction site tools and equipment: 
► work safety clothes, gloves and goggles 
► water supply, 5 litres distilled water 
► construction tarpaulins / foil for sand drying 
► tarpaulin / foil for surface protection under the fresco 
► brooms, brushes and a sponge for washing construction tools 
► plastic garbage bags or garbage bins 

- idea/ topic, motif, colours, motif on paper in original size 

timeline 
- in advance: tiles order (1 month), material (3 weeks) 
- 1 day before organizing the room 
- 4 weeks (about 20°C) drying the tile afterwards 
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implementation/ realisation 
1st day 

- morning: 
► tiles must be put in the water (at least for 1 hour, but it can be more) 
► presentation of the fresco technique and its history, explanation of the 

carbonation and the importance of painting in successive layers, understanding 
the importance of waiting 

► the drawing must be in the format of the tile (28 x 28 cm), can be one motif on a 
single tile or one motif arousing from all tiles (like a puzzle) 

- afternoon: 
► transferring the drawing to the foil with permanent markers 
► preparation of the arriccio (first layer): two measures of 0.3 cm sand and one 

measure of lime 
► take the tiles out of the water about ten minutes before laying the coating 

(arriccio) 
► applying of the arriccio 
► make the fish bones (lines in the coating that help the next layer [intonaco] to 

stick) 
► the tiles are placed on wet cloths and covered with plastic overnight to retain 

moisture 
2nd day 

- morning: 
► preparation of the intonaco (a measure of sand 0.2 cm, a slightly smaller measure 

of lime) 
► applying of the intonaco 
► wait for about an hour before tracing the drawing (paper test: apply a clean sheet 

of paper to the tile, hold it vertically. If the sheet falls, you can trace, if the sheet 
sticks, you have to wait a bit more) 

► preparation of pigments with demineralised water 
- afternoon: 

► tracing the design onto the intonaco coating, using foil and a wooden stick 
► painting (it takes at least 3 hours of painting) 
► during the whole painting time, you must: 

▪ always think about the carbonation, which means taking the time to wait 
between each pass 

▪ apply only light layers, stop and observe what others are doing to 
harmonize the intensity of the colours 

It must be finished on one day: in fact, when the coating is dry, carbonation no longer occurs and 
the pigments do not hold. 

opportunities 
► give space to individual creativity 
► experiencing colours, pigments, sand and 

lime 
► team work and communication 
► single and different tasks to spread 
► train concentration 
► combine science, history and arts 

challenges 
► good organisation in advance 
► supervision of all pupils/ students all 

time, one teacher is not enough 
► work space 
► material (lime coat) defines time scale 
► impatience of pupils/ students 
► destruction of layer by painting too fast 

or bringing to much water on tiles 
► too hot or too cold temperatures can 

destroy the surface 
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